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A perfect gift book filled with whimsical, colorful illustrations, brief lists, cheerful prompts, dishes,
and fun details, The Tiny Book of Tiny Pleasures may be the sweetest reminder imaginable that
it’ Locating a forgotten item of clothes in the closet. Little things like posting tea with a
friend.most you have to do is get sucked in.s the tiny things in life that make us happy.
Developed by the editors of Circulation magazine, The Tiny Publication of Tiny Pleasures is
certainly a celebration of slowing down and appreciating the easy moments of lifestyle— An ice
cream cone with sprinkles. The smell in the air immediately after a summer rain.
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great to give to someone convalescing This book is truly a treasure..read it to lift your spirits
while the text highlights different daily encounters in human life offering enjoyment.. One item
per web page accompanied with a straightforward colored drawing so the viewer can easily turn
pages and collect spirit living gratitude. Nearly 4 1/4 inches square but about 1 1/4 inches solid...
Five Stars I love this book! It isn't an in-depth book so in retrospect I selected it. Fun tickler book
of small pleasures with bits of advice sprinkled throughout I like this little reserve or simply
because titled "The Tiny of Tiny Pleasures". What a Gem! This little book is filled with happy
thoughts. Each web page is like eating an individual, beautifully covered chocolate. You will love
it, I guarantee. Not all of them suit my life but there are more than enough that it does help
remind me of things to pleasure in and also bits of helpful advice here and there. This book is
sweet, precious and charming atlanta divorce attorneys way! It isn't "too lovely", silly or ordinary
dumb, as many books of the type can end up being. I purchased this for my sister-in-law, your
physician, as a little cheer up present when she was going through a difficult time. Just what a
beautiful little book Just what a beautiful little book. ( I've) Another good one to for the
convalescent because it doesn't take much concentration but will contain some"meat" is The
Holy Guy. Buy two--one for yourself and one ready to give. It is usually more like a collection of
reminders or tickles on small pleasures. Great Gift!! The Tiny Book Makes me feel great and
upbeat. If you want a pick me up this reserve could it be . Super nice gift for yourself and
others.My granddaughter loves it. My Granddaughter Loves This Book I really like this little book.
She adored it and has mentioned to me how many situations she's picked it up and browse a few
pages just to give herself a smile. A few of the colored webpages with the white writing are hard
to read, but overall a wonderful book. Tiny book of Joy So cute! A little book about tiny actions to
take to make you and those around you happier Makes an excellent gift! Availibility Fun just
because gift for my child. Quality pages. Cute book. Five Stars such sweet little paintings Just
what a great little find I really liked scanning this reserve fun colorful pics with every estimate
there were so many cool items listed in the reserve that made me smile when We read it ones
that's not listed in other books to be thankful for like tiny satisfaction of rediscovering a clothes
item in the rear of your closet, a pre warmed bed, a thing that falls yet doesn't break. I purchased
8 copies. Wonderfully small thing ! Yes, I am still thinking about making that savory sunrise
oatmeal. Love the simpleness and at the same time how well done this book was come up with, I
even began to be more aware of the tiny treasures we have all around us.! Thanks a lot a lot.great
to provide to someone convalescing. Functions great as a small gift. Five Stars Highly
recommend
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